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FREE ELECTRON IN COMPRESSED INERT GASESE. B. Gordon a*, B. M. Smirnov baInstitute of Problems of Chemial Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, RussiabJoint Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaReeived Marh 10, 2008The behavior of exess and intrinsi free eletrons inside ompressed inert gases is desribed as a funtion ofpressure by using a pairwise approximation for the eletron interation with atomi surroundings. The hangeof sign from negative to positive for the xenon atom eletri potential inside ondensed xenon is predited toour at a pressure around 3 GPa, preventing slow eletron embedding into solid xenon from the gas phase athigher pressure. To overome this di�ulty, the eletrons should be injeted into a solid sample just beforeits pulsed shok loading. The ionization of xenon by pressure and its further metallization are desribed bydereasing the forbidden gap at the aount of inreasing the xenon ground eletroni term and simultaneoussplitting the upper ionized eletroni state. A good oinidene between alulated and measured pressure ofthe dieletri�metal transition in xenon is demonstrated.PACS: 34.80.-i, 52.80.Wq, 52.80.Yr, 79.20.Kz1. INTRODUCTIONWhen an exess eletron is injeted into a heavyondensed inert gas, this system beomes similar to ametal with respet to eletron transport. Indeed, themean free path of a slow exess eletron in ondensedargon, krypton, and xenon may be as large as severalmeters, and the eletron mobility in these ondensedsystems is several times greater than that in metals [1℄.Due to the smallness of the eletron number density,this system is onvenient for the study of metal prop-erties in the absene of the eletron�eletron interationand the eletri �eld sreening by spae harge inherentto standard metals [2�4℄. In partiular, suh an anal-ysis shows [5℄ that exess eletrons propagate insideondensed heavy inert gases along spei� hannels, thelines of the Voronoi �Delone net for this system.These matries are also suitable for experimentalstudy [6�8℄. Indeed, the eletri potential for an ele-tron inside dense inert gases is lower than that in thevauum [1℄, and an eletron freely penetrates dense in-ert gases from outside. The exess eletrons inside aondensed inert gas an be governed by an external*E-mail: gordon��p.a.ru

eletri �eld and an even exite the matrix, but ion-ization proesses are absent there [9℄, in ontrast togases. Therefore, to organize an eletri disharge in aondensed inert gas, it is neessary to provide the ele-tron multipliation outside the matrix. This shemeof an eletri disharge was realized in [10�12℄ by us-ing the transformation of the exiton energy into theenergy of emitted VUV photons and then into the se-ondary eletron photoemission from a athode. Be-ause the e�ieny of the eletri �eld energy transfor-mation into VUV light is about 20%, this e�et anbe used for an e�etive generation of VUV photons.The fast exess eletrons appearing inside the matrixan also indue various physial and hemial proessesinside ondensed inert gases.The systems under onsideration are known tobe the most popular objets for studying the mat-ter transformation at high and superhigh pressure.The dieletri�metal transition has been experimen-tally proved spei�ally for xenon [13�15℄ as proeedingat the pressure 130�140 GPa. The aim of this paperis to analyze the eletri properties of ondensed inertgases with and without exess eletrons at high pres-sures from these standpoints.322



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008 Free eletron in ompressed inert gases2. EXCESS ELECTRONS INSIDE DENSEINERT GASESIn onsidering the ondutivity of dense inert gasesinvolving exess eletrons, we deviate from the tradi-tional sheme [16�21℄ that assumes the interation ofexess eletrons inside inert gases to be a sum of inter-ations with individual atoms. This approah is validonly at low atom densities or at a high eletri �eld. Inour ase of high eletron mobilities, every eletron in-terats olletively with a system of surrounding atoms.Based on experimental data, we found [5℄ that eletronspropagate through Voronoi �Delone hannels [22, 23℄,whih are found to exist between nearest atoms of aondensed inert gas. Indeed, in a rare inert gas, aneletron is repulsed from an atom in the viinity ofthe atom and is attrated to the atom at intermediatedistanes between atoms. Hene, there is an optimaldensity of a heavy inert gas [9℄ at whih an eletronprefers to be loated between neighboring atoms.The Voronoi �Delone hannels are shown in Fig. 1in the ase where atoms of a ondensed inert gas form arystalline struture. We note that in reality, eletronsare loated in tubes around the Voronoi �Delone han-nels, and therefore the rystal struture is not manda-tory for the eletron free motion if the urvature ofthese tubes is su�iently small. This harater of ele-tron ondutivity in ompressed inert gases is impor-tant for the analysis of these proesses at high pres-sures.Thus, in onsidering the olletive harater of theeletron drift in ondensed inert gases, we are based ontwo types of eletron interation with valent eletronsof atoms. The �rst type of exhange interation oursif an eletron penetrates inside an atom and is repulsed

Fig. 1. Voronoi �Delone hannels (solid lines) for prop-agation of an exess eletron in a solid inert gas. Po-sitions of atoms of a lower (open irles) and upper(solid irles) layer

Table 1. Parameters of the potential energy for anexess eletron inside ondensed inert gasesAr Kr XeUmin, eV [24�27℄ �0:33 �0:53 �0:77Nmin, 1022 m�3 1.1 1.2 1.1C, eV 0.44 0.71 1.04� 4 4 4A, eV 6 10 14Nr, 1022 m�3 2.4 2.6 2.4from there in aordane with the Pauli exlusion prin-iple. The other type of the eletron�atom interationproeeds above the atom surfae. In priniple, the setof valent eletrons an provide the interation of dif-ferent signs, but in the partiular ase of Ar, Kr, andXe atoms, this eletron�atom interation is attrative.Based on the above onsideration, we represent the in-teration potential for an eletron with a ondensedrare gas asU(N) = �C NNmin +A exp���NminN � ; (2.1)where N is the urrent number density of atoms andNmin is the number density of atoms at whih the in-teration potential has a minimum. Of ourse, only thegeneral form of the U(N) dependene an be preditedthis way, and therefore the parameters in (2.1) haveto be determined from experimental data [5℄; they aregiven in Table 1. We note that the value of this intera-tion potential is proportional to the eletri potentialfor the eletron plaed in a ondensed system. Themaximum attration of an eletron inside an inert gasours at the number density Nmin of atoms when theeletri potential of the eletron is equal to �Umin=e.Figure 2 demonstrates the reliability of the eletronenergy presentation in form (2.1) with the example ofAr. As follows from (2.1), an eletron an be attratedby xenon inside a ondensed matter only in a limitedrange of the atom number densities. Table 1 ontainsthe ritial atom number density Nr at whih the ele-tron energy beomes zero. For the atom number densi-ties exeeding this value, the Voronoi �Delone meha-nism of eletron mobility is not valid beause an exesseletron does not experiene attration inside the inertgas anymore.The existene of the ritial atom number densityNr is important for experiment. Indeed, until the ele-323 8*
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N; 1021 m�3Fig. 2. The eletron energy inside ompressed argon.Small squares, � experiment [24℄; solid urve, � for-mula (2.1)tri potential inside an inert gas is below the potentialin the vauum, eletrons penetrate this inert gas fromoutside freely, and eletri disharge in a ompressedinert gas may be arranged as it was arranged at am-bient pressure. Aording to the data in Table 1, thispossibility is lost at pressures of 3 GPa, whih orre-spond to the molar volume 25 m3. The mobility of anexess eletron inside the solid starts dereasing longbefore that pressure is reahed.3. CONDUCTIVITY OF CONDENSED INERTGASES AT HIGH PRESSURESAt a muh higher pressure, another ondutivitymehanism of ompressed inert gases an develop dueto a dieletri�metal transition in this system [28℄.From the general standpoint, this should happen forxenon ompressed suh that the distanes betweennearest neighbors beome shorter than the distane be-tween nulei of the diatomi ion.Indeed, the energy of the eletron ground state in-reases due to a repulsive interation between atoms,and the energy of the ionized state may derease dueto an attrative interation between an atomi ion andsurrounding atoms. Our goal is to �nd the pressureat whih the energy gap separating the ground ele-tron state of this system and its ionized state starts tosigni�antly derease and eventually disappears. Theexperimenters desribe that e�et as the �ionization bypressure�. In this onsideration, we assume the pairinteration potential between neighboring atomi par-

tiles to be relatively small. This is justi�ed by a largenumber (around 12) of the nearest-neighbor atoms.As a ondensed inert gas shrinks under the ation ofan external pressure, repulsion of nearest atoms due tooverlapping of their eletron shells inreases. Beausethe exhange interation potential of two atoms due tothe overlap of their eletron orbits is determined mainlyby a region of eletron oordinates near the axis thatjoins nulei of the interating atoms [29℄, the intera-tion should be lose to the pairwise one; therefore, theinteration between two nearest atoms is almost inde-pendent of the positions of other atoms. Then the totalinteration potential of a given atom is the sum of itsinteration potentials with neighboring atoms.We next express the hange in the total eletron en-ergy �E of the atom ensemble depending on the atomon�guration as �E = D	 ��� bH���	Eh	j	i ;where bH is the eletron Hamiltonian and, in the one-eletron approximation, the wave funtion 	 of the to-tal atom ensemble is expressed through the wave fun-tions of eletrons of individual atoms  i as	 =Yi  i;where  i is the wave funtion of eletrons for the ithatom.We divide the Hamiltonian of eletrons of a givensystem into the one-atom part bhi and the two-atompart bhjk , bH =Xi bhi = Xi6=j;k bhi + bhjk:The two-atom part of the Hamiltonian inludes the in-teration between eletrons of neighboring atoms. Tak-ing only the exhange interation for eletrons belong-ing to di�erent atoms into aount, we �nd the totaleletron energy of this system as�E = E0+nq2Xj;k D j(1) k(2) ���bhjk��� k(1) j(2)E1+ h j(1) k(2)j k(1) j(2)i == E0 + nq2U(R0); (3.1)where for simpliity the distanes between nearestneighbors are assumed to be the same and equal toR0. Then q is the average number of nearest neigh-bors, U(R) is the interation potential for two atoms324



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008 Free eletron in ompressed inert gasesTable 2. Parameters of the interation potential fortwo xenon atoms in the range of their strong repulsion,where U(R0) = 1 eVR0 kExperiment [30℄ 5.5 6.7Experiment [31℄ 5.0 6.4Theory [33, 34℄ 5.6 7.8at the distane R between them, and n is total numberof atoms. The summation in formula (3.1) ranges allthe atoms and all the valene eletrons of eah atom.Thus, we represent the interation potential for anatom loated inside a system of inert gas atoms underhigh pressure as a sum of the pair interation potentialsbetween nearest neighbors, and the pair interation po-tentials are determined by exhange interations, whihare expressed through the overlap of the wave fun-tions for eletrons belonging to di�erent atoms. As hasalready been stated, the exhange interation of twoatoms is assumed to be independent of their interationwith other atoms, and hene the total interation po-tential an be represented as the sum of the pair inter-ation potentials. The fator one half in formula (3.1)aounts for the fat that eah interation involves twoatoms.At small distanes, the pair interation potentialof two atoms with ompleted eletron shells is deter-mined by the overlapping of eletron shells and leadsto a strong repulsion of atoms. Hene, the repulsiveinteration potential U(R) of two atoms varies sharplywith the distane R between atoms, and we approxi-mate it by the dependeneU(R) = U(R0)�R0R �k ; k = d lnUd lnRR=R0 : (3.2)In what follows, we onsider only xenon atoms be-ause the eletri properties of ompressed xenon arebetter studied experimentally. Table 2 gives the param-eters of the pair interation potential of xenon atoms ina range where it is lose to 1 eV. Experimental parame-ters [30�32℄ are determined from small-angle satteringmeasurements in a system of two xenon atoms, andthe theoretial parameters [29, 33, 34℄ follow from theasymptoti theory that assumes distanes between theinterating atoms to be su�iently large, suh that theinteration potential of atoms is small ompared to theatom ionization potential. Aording to the asymptoti

theory [29, 33, 34℄, the exhange interation potentialof two atoms is given byU(R) = A4F ()R7=2�1 exp(�2R); (3.3)where 2=2 is the atom ionization potential, A is theasymptoti oe�ient, and we use the atomi units~ = me = e2 = 1; we note a on�ned auray ofthe asymptoti oe�ient. In the ase of xenon, theseparameters are  = 0:944 and A = 2:0, and the inter-ation potential is [29, 33, 34℄U(R) = 14R2:71e�1:888R: (3.4)The reliability of the experimental data and of theirtheoretial desription an be seen from Table 2.Thus, the main interation in the ground eletronstate of ondensed inert gases is due to the exhangeinteration between valene eletrons. Expressing thisinteration potential through pair exhange interationpotentials between nearby atoms allows improving theauray of the data by onjugation of experimentaland theoretial data. This interation leads to a de-rease in the ionization potential for a ondensed inertgas. We see that under the adopted onditions, thisvalue depends on the number of nearest neighbors ofa given struture. Guided by the solid state of xenon,we note a nonuniform distribution of atoms there [35℄.Indeed, this atomi system onsists of individual lus-ters � domains in whih the number of nearest neigh-bors is q = 12, while an average number of near-est neighbors is approximately q = 10. This impliesthat in the ourse of ompression of inert gases, thegap between the ground eletron state and the ionizedstate should disappear �rst inside the lusters, with theboundaries between them remaining isolators. Thus,the transition from the dieletri to the metal state hasa omplex harater in ompressed inert gases.Along with an inrease in the energy of the eletronterm of the ground state of ondensed xenon, there is aderease in the energy of the eletron term for an ion-ized state. But the nature of this e�et is di�erent fromthat for the ground state. Indeed, on average, the ele-tron term of the ionized state does not hange underompression, but splits in energy, transforming into aband with its edges moving up and down. In what fol-lows, we assume the steady distribution of atoms in therystal in the interation frame between nearest neigh-bors only. We additionally assume that the pressureis so high that the distanes between an ion and sur-rounding atoms are idential to those between neigh-boring atoms. Under these onditions, we onstrut theeletron terms of the ionized state. Evidently, due to325



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008the exhange ion�atom interation with nearest neigh-bors, eah eletron term of the ionized state splits into12 eletron terms. There is also an additional split-ting of eah of these terms due to translation symmetryalong the rystal, but beause this additional splittingis idential for all terms, we do not take this part ofinteration into aount.We derive the wave funtion of the ionized state inthe form 	 =Xi i i; (3.5)where  i is the wave funtion desribing an ion on-neted to the ith nuleus. Restriting ourselves bythe interation of a test nuleus with nearest neighborsonly, we obtain 12 eletron states with a di�erent set ofoe�ients i, whih are determined by the state sym-metry. To �nd the minimal gap between the ionizedand ground state, we �nd the term with the lowest en-ergy. A test nuleus forms with its 12 nearest neighborsan otahedron; this geometri �gure has the symmetrywith respet to ertain re�etions and rotations of theframe of referene, and eah operation leads to a ertaintransformation of the oe�ients i in the expansion ofthe wave funtion. In the lowest eletron state, theseoe�ients should be onserved under any symmetryoperation. Hene, the wave funtion of this state hasthe form 	 =Xi  i; (3.6)and the oe�ient  originates from the normalizationondition. The orresponding negative energy shift perion related to the symmetri lowest-energy state is�E = D	 ��� bH���	Eh	j	i == q2 D i ���bhik��� kE1 + h ij ki = q4�(R0); (3.7)where the wave funtion  i means that the ion is on-neted to ith nuleus, R0 is the average distane be-tween nearest neighbors, and we redued the hange inthe eletron term of the ionized state to the pair ex-hange interation potential �(R) for the interationof the ion with the parent atom at a separation R. Theexhange interation potential between atoms i and kis here de�ned as�(Rjk) = 2D i ���bhik��� kE�� 2D i ���bhik��� iE h ij ki ; (3.8)

where bhik is the one-eletron Hamiltonian desribingthe eletron loated in the �eld of two nulei. Theabove expression is valid at large distanes between nu-lei when the overlap of the wave funtions entered ondi�erent ores is not large.We reall that in ontrast to the single-eletron termof the ground state, we have in this ase the numberof eletron terms oinident with the number of nu-lei. These eletron terms are onentrated with respetto energy into separate groups. The number of suhgroups is approximately equal to the number of nearestneighbors, and their energies di�er remarkably. For-mula (3.7) relates to the lowest eletron term of thesymmetri state. Only this state is interesting to usbeause it opens the shortest route for the eletron pas-sage from the ionized to ground state, i.e., for atom ion-ization. Eventually, the intersetion of eletron termsrelated to the ionized and ground states of the atomsystem leads to the dieletri�metal transition.We use formula (3.7) in the partiular ase of theinteration of an ion with the parent atom. Settingq = 1, we obtain the eletron energy"g = �12�(R); (3.9)where R is the distane between the nulei. There aretwo eletron terms in this ase, even (gerade g) and odd(ungerade u) ones, and if we aount for the exhangeinteration only, the energies of these states are"g = �"u = �12�(R): (3.10)This means that the gerade (even) eletron term goesdown, the ungerade (odd) eletron term goes up, andthe splitting of these terms "g� "u, the exhange inter-ation potential, is �(R).For xenon, it is important that the exhange in-teration potential depends on the angular momentumprojetion for a p-eletron transferring valene. Withthe angle between the axis that joins the interatingatoms and the quantization axis on whih the angularmomentum projetion for a transferring p-eletron iszero denoted by �, the exhange interation potentialof an ion and the parent atom is given by [29, 33, 36℄�(R) = 3�0(R) os2 �; (3.11)where �0(R) is the exhange interation potential fora transferring s-eletron with the same asymptoti pa-rameters. Averaging over the angle � and assuming thenearest neighbors to be loated in di�erent diretions,we obtain �E = q4�0(R0); (3.12)326
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Fig. 3. Displaement of atoms near a forming ionwhere R0 is the average distane between nearestneighbors. In the framework of the asymptoti the-ory [29, 33, 36℄, the expression for the exhange in-teration potential for an ion with the parent atom isequal to�(R) = A2R2=�1 exp(�R � 1=): (3.13)Correspondingly, the exhange interation potential ofa xenon atom and an ion is equal to�(R) = 1:4R1:12 exp(�0:944R) (3.14)in atomi units.Let R� be the average distane between the nearestneighbors orresponding to the intersetion of eletronterms belonging to the ground state of repulsing atomsand to the ionized state. This value follows from theequation J = q2U(R�) + q4�(R�); (3.15)where J is the atom ionization potential, U(R) is therepulsive interation potential at a distane R for twoatoms due to their exhange interation, �(R) is theexhange interation potential of an ion with its par-ent atom, and q is the number of nearest atoms. Inpriniple, we should inlude the terms desribing theinterations of the formed ion and the eletron withxenon surroundings into this equation. The energy ofthe ion is determined by the displaement of Xe atomsin the diretion to the ion as is shown in Fig. 3. Thisenergy is negative and annot be signi�ant in the rigidmatrix of ompressed xenon. The energy of the eletroninside ompressed xenon at the pressure of interest ispositive beause the number density of atoms N thenexeeds Nr in Table 1. Hene, the ontributions to

Table 3. The distane R� between nearest neigh-bors orresponding to the dieletri�metal transition inxenon, the atom number density N�, and the molarvolume V�R�; a0 N�; 1022 m�3 V�, m3/molCase 1 5.16 5.8 10Case 2 5.15 5.8 10Case 3 5.29 5.4 11
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Pressure, GPaFig. 4. The equation of state for xenon at high pres-sures aording to the experiment in [37℄the energy from the eletron and the ion have di�er-ent signs and ompensate eah other. Beause eah ofthem is less than 1 eV, their inlusion is not signi�antin any ase beause the sum of the two leading termsin (3.15) exeeds 10 eV.The data in Table 3 are the results of using the pa-rameters of the atom�atom interation in Table 1 andformulas (3.12) and (3.14) for the exhange ion�atominteration potential of xenon. In ases 1 and 2, we usethe experimental data in [30℄ and [31, 32℄ for the pairinteration potential of two xenon atoms, and in ase 3,we use formula (3.4) [33, 34℄. As an be seen, the num-ber density of atoms N� for the dieletri�metal tran-sition is approximately twie the ritial atom numberdensityNr for the Voronoi �Delone mehanism of ele-tron drift.To pass from the molar volume V to the pressurep measured in experiment, we need the Xe equation ofstate valid at high pressure. Figure 4 gives the equa-tion of state for ompressed xenon measured up to therange of the dieletri�metal transition. Aording to327



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 134, âûï. 2 (8), 2008it, the molar volume at the dieletri�metal transitionfor xenon V� = 10�11 m3/mol orresponds to the pres-sure 120�140 GPa, whih niely �ts the experimentalresults in [13, 14, 15℄.4. CONCLUSIONThe aim of this analysis was to desribe the hangesin the behavior of a free eletron embedded into on-densed inert gases at high and extrahigh pressure, toreveal the onnetion of their harateristis with thestruture of solids, and to develop the strategy for ex-perimentally studying the mobility and ondutivity ofexess and intrinsi eletrons in solid xenon. It wasshown, in partiular, that under the pressure exeed-ing 3 GPa, the slow eletrons annot be embedded intosolid xenon from the gas. Thus, the approah has beenproposed for the blasting experiments when the ele-trons are introdued into the xenon rystal at ambientpressure, and then the sample is subjeted to a shokwave ation. Beause shok loading lasts less than 1miroseond and the eletron lifetime in a sample is 3miroseonds, there is enough time for measurements.The speial attention has been devoted to under-standing the nature of xenon metallization at highpressure. As a matter of fat, the absolute value ofxenon molar volume orresponding to the dieletri�metal transition was predited with good auray byexlusively using the harateristis of atom�atom andeletron�atom interations obtained theoretially or inthe experimental study of elementary proesses in thegas. If the proposed interpretation of the �ionizationby pressure� is orret, the whole dependene of theforbidden eletron band on pressure for any ondensedheavy inert gas an be readily found, and, in partiu-lar, the pressures of the dieletri�metal transition forat least argon and krypton an be predited.This work is supported in part by the RFBR(grant � 07-03-00393). The authors are thankful toP. V. Kashtanov for some numerial alulations.REFERENCES1. B. M. Smirnov, Uspekhi Fiz. Nauk 172, 1411 (2002).2. N. W. Ashroft and N. D. Mermin, Solid State Physis,Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York (1976).3. Ch. Kittel, Introdution to Solid State Physis, Wiley,New York (1986).
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